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Euclid 
Consortium Tools and Simulators 

•  End-end simulation now been assembled in time for IPRR 
–  Survey assessment tool 
–  Throughput simulators 
–  Optical PSF modeller 
–  Dither model 
–  CCD PSF model 
–  CCD noise model 
–  CCD cosmetics and flat field map 
–  CCD cosmic ray model 
–  CCD radiation damage models 

•  Advanced PSF analysis tools to  
evaluate performance 

–  Principle Components Analysis 
–  CCD CTI modelling and removal 
–  other specific efforts 

•  Coupled to Calibration Plan and IOCD/MOCD 
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Euclid 
Consortium Simulations: instrument 

optics 

pointing 

detector pixel 

detector radiation damage 

CCD 
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Euclid 
Consortium Optical PSF Simulations 

•  Uses agreed Euclid optical model SRE-PA/2010.108 5.101/04/11 

•  Fine grids for particular manifestations of a tolerance 
•  Also many different tolerance calculations 
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Euclid 
Consortium 

•  AOCS uses industry-supplied jitter time series, convolved  
with optical PSF 

•  CCD uses charge diffusion measurements on CCD204  
at MSSL 

AOCS and CCD models 
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Euclid 
Consortium 

•  CCD CTI models are either CDM03 (A Short) or HST models  
(R Massey) 
uses real laboratory radiation damage data for Euclid CCDs  
(e2v CCD203/204/273) 

AOCS and CCD models 
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Euclid 
Consortium Clocking 

•  As the charge packet moves across the trap 
(from A to B) then the trap will capture an 

electron (subject to the appropriate 
probabilities).   

•  The charge packet will continue to travel 
through the CCD, from B to C.  

•  If the trap releases the captured electron in 
this time (C), then there is no net charge 
loss and the electron rejoins the charge 

packet from which it was captured. 

•  If, however, the electron remains trapped 
until a later stage (D) then the electron will 
rejoin a later charge packet, resulting in a 
net charge loss and a small tail forming 

behind.   

•  The time spent in the state C and D 
determines the probability of net loss.  
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Euclid 
Consortium Silvaco modelling 
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Euclid 
Consortium Silvaco modelling 

•  Euclid pixel modelled with Silvaco. 

•  Electron densities modelled at various signal 
levels inside the pixels; 

•  Electron densities converted to volume model; 
•  Volume model implemented in the simulation. 
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Euclid 
Consortium Simulated volume model example 
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Euclid 
Consortium End-end simulations 

•  Includes universe model and 
shear maps 

•  Creates full mosaics of focal plane 

M. Meneghetti 
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Euclid 
Consortium Charge Transfer Inefficiency (CTI) 

•  CTI effects from radiation damage will be a significant issue in 
Euclid and will require a programme of testing, modelling and 
analysis 

•  a huge amount of expertise and knowledge has been achieved in 
Europe via the Gaia programme, much of which is applicable for 
Euclid 

•  we already have excellent algorithms from HST heritage to 
counteract the radiation damage effects in Euclid-like CCDs 

–  these meet requirements for faintest galaxies furthest from the 
readout node if readout noise is reduced from 6 to 4.5 e– 

–  additional gains to be made by combining dithers which 
separates out the intrinsic and CTI-induced ellipticity: not yet 
examined or utilised 

–  ultimately if necessary, full forward modelling can be carried out 
(as in Gaia): not yet utilised 
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Euclid 
Consortium Simulations: Radiation Damage 

•  Analysis of effect of trap species on ellipticity and other parameters 

flux 

displacement 

size 

ellipticity 
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Euclid 
Consortium Calibration Issues 

•  Calibration data will be derived from the science data themselves 
–  >1000 suitable stellar PSFs are available in every science field 
–  they are the most accurate, bias-free data available as they are 

taken in exactly the same conditions as the science data 
–  they contain all of the information required for the actual PSF 

characterisation 
•  Other calibration data will be available, and how they will be used 

still requires more detailed analysis: 
–  bias, dark, flat-field (detector cosmetics) 
–  within dark, include charge injection for CTI effects 
–  ~monthly observations of denser star fields (finer spatial 

sampling of PSF all at one time) 
–  linearity calibrations (electronics operating point shifts, 

supplementary) 
•  External calibration will be available (mixture of origins) 

–  flux 
–  astrometry 
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Euclid 
Consortium Summary 

•  In order to meet the performance evaluation, a full end-end 
simulation chain has been constructed 

–  universe model 
–  instrument model, including all significant aspects  

(especially radiation damage) 
•  there is a formal structure to hold this information, and a plan to 

ensure this is increasingly under configuration control 
•  substantial programme for CCD characterisation to carry out 

–  radiation testing 
–  PSF contributed by the detector 

•  sophisticated evaluation tools available for performance prediction, 
linking with wider scientific community  
(GREAT and STEP challenges)  


